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Flip and Fin are the shark twins. They want to be heroes just like the ones in their favorite cartoons. While doing awesome tricks, they notice a red and yellow beach ball. The human people must be missing it, so Filp and Fin set out to return the beach ball and become heroes. Once they near the shore, the humans start to panic. Flip and Fin don’t understand why they are running and swimming away. Then they figure out that the humans are scared of the beach ball. They pop it so the humans won’t be scared.

In one word, this book can be described as ‘simple.’ There is not a lot of depth to the plot or characters. The characters don’t have much detail to their personalities. The plot is simple and there is a lot of extra “fluff” that doesn’t have anything to do with what is going on in the story. The illustrations are fun and add to the characters by showing some emotion. Speech bubbles help add to the book along with the colorful illustrations. Young readers will like to look at the pictures as they read. Overall, it’s not bad but it’s not amazing either.